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PERIODIC SOLUTIONS TO MAXWELL EQUATIONS 
IN NONLINEAR MEDIA 
PAVEL KREJCI, Praha 
(Received August 14, 1984) 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently, much attention has been paid to the problem of global or periodic 
solvabihty of nonhnear hyperbolic equations. Existence results have been obtained 
by means of different modifications of Nash's "hard imphcit function theorem" 
technique, provided the data (i.e. the right hand side, initial conditions, if any, etc.) 
are sufficiently smooth and sufficiently small. From a more or less general point of 
view, iterative methods in situations when a "loss of derivatives" occurs have been 
developed in [1], [3], [4], [7], [8], [10], [13], [15], [16], [17], [19], [20], [22], 
[23], [24], [25], [26] and many others. 
In this paper we deal with the existence of classical time-periodic solutions to 
Maxwell equations in nonlinear media using the ideas of Klainerman [8] and Shibata 
[25] (let us remark that the local existence of solutions to Maxwell equations in 
materials of ferromagnetic type has been proved by Milani [14]). As is expected, 
we assume the right hand side to be sufficiently small. On the other hand, we impose 
no restrictions concerning the smallness of the nonlinearities and we try to minimize 
the requirements on the smoothness of data. 
The present paper is an elaboration of the author's thesis [9] on small periodic 
solutions to Maxwell equations in ferromagnetic media. The author is very indebted 
to Prof. O. Vejvoda for useful suggestions and encouragement. 
1. MAXWELL EQUATIONS 
Let N ^ 5 be a given integer and let Q a R^ Ы an open bounded domain homeo-
morphic to a ball in R^ whose boundary dQ is of class c^+2^ M = 2N + 1. We 
consider the Maxwell equations in the usual form 
(1.1) (i) d,D ~ rotH + J = Q, 
(ii) d,B + rot £ = 0, 
(iii) div D = q, 
(iv) div В = 0, 
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where Q{t, x) is a given vector function defined in R^ x Q which is a>-periodic with 
respect to r, CO > 0 is a given number, the other quantities in (1.1) are to be found. 
For the physical meaning of these quantities and equations we refer the reader e.g. 
to [5], [21], [27]. 
The domain Q represents a conductive medium which is characterized by the 
material relations 
(1.2) (i) D = s(E), 
(ii) J = ^(£), 
(iii) Я = n{B), 
where s, a, fn are given vector functions of class C^+2 ^^ ^ neighbourhood of 0. 
The material is assumed to be "almost isotropic" (details are given in Section 3). 
On the boundary of Q we impose the conditions 
(1.3) ( i ) (ß ,v ) = 0, 
(ii) £ л V = 0, 
where v is a normal vector to dQ and (•, •) denotes the scalar product, л the vector 
product in R^. 
(1.4) Remark . The relation between JB and H is usually considered in the form 
В = fi[H). For the sake of simplicity we suppose (1.2) (iii) instead of the invertibihty 
of Д in a neighbourhood of 0. 
2. NOTATION, FUNCTION SPACES AND REGULARIZATION 
Throughout the paper, we denote all constants (with several exceptions) whose 
values depend essentially only on quantities a,b, ... by c^j, . Especially,c^denotes 
any constant depending essentially only on L. 
For a Banach space F endowed with a norm | ' |к we denote by И(со, V) the space 
of co-periodic measurable functions u: R^ -> F with the norm 
Hco.P,v = i \u{t)\^v dt\ < GO , 1 ^ p < œ , 
where J^ denotes the integration over any interval [^tg, ÎQ + со]. 
Let WP'\Q), 1 ^ ]? < 00, L ^ 0 be the usual Sobolev space of functions u: Q -^ 
-> R^. For L ^ 1 we denote 
Ц'РЩ = {ue WP'\Q) \u = 0 on dQ} , 
For simplicity, we consider only L integer. 
We denote by 
G^ = {u e {W^'\Q)y I и = grad (p, (p e ^^'^+щ^ ^ 
S^ ^Le {W''\Q)y I V. e G\ [ {щ v) d^ ^ o l 
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the complementary closed subspaces of (FF^'^(ß))^ of potential and divergence-free 
vector functions, respectively. 
Further, for L ^ 1 put 
S^ = {ueS^\u A V = 0 on ÔQ} , 
S^ = {ueS^l {u, v) = 0 on dQ} 
and for L ^ 2, 
G^ = {UEG^I div w = 0 on dQ} . 
Following Bykhovsky [2] we define equivalent norms in Sf, GQ by 
\и\с^ь = |grad div м|(^2.ь-2(^))з. 
For time-dependent co-periodic functions we introduce the Banach spaces 
Z^ = L^(co, W^"\Q)), L ^ 0, with a norm \'\Z,L' The norm of an element и = 
= ( u „ u „ « 3 ) € ( Z ^ y = Ь\со,{\У''ЩУ) is H,3.b = {hu\l,y". 
For L ^ 1 we put ' ' 
with the norm 
Further, 
^ ^ = {u 6 L^(a), S") I 0 g К ^ L=> afw e L2(CÜ, S^-*^)} , L 1 0 , 
^0 = L2(Û>, G « ) , 
^> = {и 6 L2(U), G^) I 3,u e L2(Û), G ° ) } , 
^^ = {ы 6 L V G'')\luKuL-l^dfue L\(a, G^-'^ + i ) , 
5f u e I3{(û, G°)} , L ^ 2 , 
.^f = {M 6 ^ ^ I 0 ^ К ^ L - 1 :* afu € L\(û, S';-")} , L ^ 1 , 
^' = ^» n L (̂co, G^), 
^ J = {u 6 ^^ n L2(Û), Gj) I 1 ^ ^ : ^ L - \=>ôfusl}{to,G^-''^^)}, L e 2 , 
The norms in =$̂ f, ^o are chosen, respectively, to be 
Hk^- = Hf"il3,o + Z |rot а>|^з,^_;,_1 , L ^ 1 , and 
N l i i = Hrw|̂ 3,o + |grad div w 1̂ 3,0 , 
L - l 
\u\l^i. = |̂ fw|z3,o + |grad div W|Z3,L-2 + Z 1̂ "̂̂ ^ ̂ i^ ^fw|z3,L-x-i , L ^ 2 . 
In fact, the following well-known assertions hold (cf. [2]). 
(2.1) Lemma. There exist constants x, Q, S such that for 0 ^ L ^ M and 
(i) for each Ф e L\œ, ^^'^^'-Щ) we have 
\Ф\г,ь+2 ^х |АФ|^ ,ь ; 
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(ii) for each и e L^o), Sf ^^) or и e Û{œ, 5^"'^) we have 
(iii) for each и e Û(o), S^^'^ @ G^+^) we have 
|w|z3,L + i S - (Hiv u\z^L + |i*ot W|Z3,L) , where - === jnax {x, Q) . 
For 1 ^ p < oo and L ^ 0 we denote 
with the norm £ 
and 
z^ = ^̂  e ^f, L ̂  1 
with the norms, respectively, 
Hw,L= Z K " | z 3 , L - X , b ^ O , 
x = o 
I ^ I I L = Н^|ж.о + |graddivt/|z3,£_2 + 
L - 1 L - 1 
+ X |graddivaft/|^3,£_K-i + X |rotöfM|^3,£_^_i , L ^ 2 , 
and 
|w|x,i = \^Aw,o + |grad div M|^,O + ^ot w|̂ ^o • 
Obviously, X^ is continuously embedded into Ж^ for L ^ 1. 
Further, let С^(Й) be the space of all functions u: R^ x Q -^ R^ continuously dif-
ferentiable in R^ x Q up to the order L, co-periodic with respect to t, with the norm 
|w|co,oo,L = sup {\d'u{t, x)l teR\ xeQ, X = ( 4 , ^u ^2, ^ ) , Щ S L] , 
where ö^ = д^' д^^\ д'/^ д'^1 . 
Let Ш^ denote the space of all (3 x 3) matrices 
A{t, x) = {A,j{t, x)}lj^, , A,j = Ay, e C^(ß), 
with the norm з 
\\4l= IKIloo,.. 
For ^0 > 0 put 3 
L/(6o) = { z 6 « ^ | | z | = ( X N T ^ < ^ o } , 
and let CJQ = C^(U{ÔQ)) be the space of all functions ^: U{ÔQ) -> R^ continuously 
differentiable in U(ÔQ) up to the order Lwith the norm 
Щзо,ь - sup {\ô%z)l z e U{ôol ^ = i^u ^2, ^з% \Ц S Ц . 
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Now, we state without proof two lemmas. The first is an easy consequence of the 
Nirenberg inequahty (cf. [18]), the second is a slight modification of Moser's lemma 
the proof of which can be found e.g. in [16] or [25]. 
(2.2) Lemma (Nirenberg). 
(i) There exist constants Cp i, 1 S p ^ oo, L ^ O such that the inequality 
holds for every sufficiently smooth function и and 0 ^ К ^ L. 
(ii) Let O ^ J ^ K ^ / ^ L , I ^ p, q S со. Then there exist constants Cp^j^ 
such that the inequality 
\Щ(о,р,К \^co,q,L-K = (^p,q,L\\^\o),p,J \^\co,q,L-J + г|а>,;?Д r lco .^ .L- / ) 
holds for every sufficiently smooth functions w, v. 
(2.3) Remark . The assertion of Lemma (2.2) remains valid if any of the norms 
V\co,p,L, |-U,«,Lis replaced by \'\wP,Hny V\Z,L^ \'\Z\U V\W,L. or ||-||^^. 
(2.4) Lemma (Moser). For ÔQ > 0 and L ^ 0 there exists a constant с^^^^ such 
that for every ^ e Ĉ ^ and и e (C^(0))^, |w|(c^o(ß))3 ^ SQ we have ^{u) e C^{Ü) and 
W\co,oo,L й ^ 5 O , L | ^ O . L ( 1 + h | (C .b(ß) )3) . 
(2.5) Corollary. For ^ = (c^i, ^2, f 3) e (C^o)^ ^̂ ^ ̂  ^(^) ^ '̂̂ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ 
matrix 
of ^ at the point z e U(ôo), i.e. (D ^{z))ij = ^^.^Iz), and let D^ ^(z) (r, s) denote 
the second Gâteaux derivative of ^ at the point z e U{b^ in the directions r, s, 
3 3 
i.e. D'i(z){r,s)= Y ^zjKi{^)rjS,. Put Ш\ь = Т.%\оо,ь- Then for all ue 
_ j,k=l i=l 
E{C^{Q)Y, |W1(C^O(J5))3 < ^0, v,WE{W^'\Q)y we have 
( i ) И Ф ) | к ^ ^ а о , ь | 1 | ^ | | | . . 1 ( 1 + | Н ( С . Ь ( ^ ) ) з ) , 
(ii) \D^^{U){V,W)\,^^LUCS,,LM\L+2-
Я = (Л1 ,Я2 ,Яз ) 
\ц = ь 
Next, for M = 2ЛГ + 1, iV ^ 5 we introduce the smoothening operators following 
ÜI [Ч [17], [25]. Let Рр,м:{^1^^'ЩУ -^{W^'\R^)Y be the continuous hnear 
prolongation operators, 1 ^ p ^ 00, O ^ L ^ M + 1 (a simple construction 
employing the partition of unity in a neighbourhood of dQ is presented in [9] fol­
lowing the idea of Hestenes [6]; here, it is omitted). Further, let срм^ С°°(Я*̂ ) be 
a function with its support in ] - 1 , 1[ such that (cf. [25]) 
(2.6) (i) p^cp^{s)ds=K 
00 J-00^' <PM{') d5 = 0, /C = 1, 2, . . . , M. 
Let г > 1 be a fixed real number. For ueW^ and n ^ 0 we put 
(2.7) (S„«) {t, x) = f ^ r'"cPM{f{t - s ) ) | <p,,(r"(x, - j;,)) (Р^.м") (^. У) ̂ У d̂  • 
J iR j - I 
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Using (2.2), (2.3), (2.6), (2.7) we can directly check that the following proposition 
holds. 
(2.8) Proposition. For each L ^ 0, iC ^ 0, и G W^ we have S„u e W^ and there 
exist constants c^ such that 
(i) \S,u\^,r. й CL г<^~^^>кж' L^K, n^O, 
(ii) |(/ - S,) u\^,j^ й CL r^^-^^1t/|^A', L^K^M + 1, n^O, 
where I is the identity mapping. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
(3.1) Theorem. Let N ^ 5, ÔQ > 0 be given and put M = 2N + 1. Let s, /n, a e 
e(C^^^^y be such that the matrices Ds, Dß, Da are symmetric and that there 
exist functions SQ, JLLQ, Ö"O ^ ^ ^ ^ satisfying 
(i) inf{eo(z), ZEU{ÔO)} è a o > 0 , 
inf{/io(4 ^e^(^o)} kßo>0, 
inf{(7o(z), zeU{ôo)} >Co > 0 , 
(ii) sup{||De(z) - eo(z ) . / | | , , ZEL/(^O)} ^ m m | ^ , | J , 
sup {||D/.>) - / /o(^) Л |о , z e Ц^о)} ^ min 1 ^ , ^ 1 , 
s u p { | | D < z ) - . o ( ^ ) . / | | o , z E L / ( . 5 o ) } ^ m i n | ^ , | , | , ^ j , 
where x, Q, S are defined in (2.1) and I is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. 
Then there exists ô^ > 0 such that for each Qe W^, 161^,^- < ^^y there exists 
at least one solution и E X^'^^ to the equation 
(3.2) dt{s{-dtU + grad div u)) - rot (/x(rot u)) + 
+ а{-д^и + grad div u) = Q . 
(3.3) Remarks . 
(i) By embedding theorems we have и e {С^^{и)У (even и e (С^(Й))^), hence we 
are concerned with a classical solution to (3.2). 
(ii) The assertion of Theorem (3.1) imphes the existence of a classical solution to 
the system (1.1), (1.2), (1.3). Indeed, if we put Б = rot w, £ = —d^u + grad div м, 
q = dive( —5fW + grad div w), then using (1.2) as definitions of Д Я , / we check 
easily that the relations (1.1), (1.3) are satisfied. 
Conversely, we can transform (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) into (3.2). By (1.1) (iv) and (1.3) (i) 
(cf. [2]) there exists a vector function Ü, Б = rot f, г; л v = 0 on dQ. From (1.1) (ii) 
and (1.3) (ii) it follows that there exists a function ф such that d^v + E = —grad ф, 
ф = const, on dQ. We can choose const. = 0. The functions v, xj/ are not uniquely 
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determined. More precisely, the same relations are fulfilled with и = v -{- grad ф, 
(p = Ф — д^ф, where ф is an arbitrary smooth function, î  = 0 on dQ. Thus we 
may require u, cp to be subject to the "Lorentz -- type" condition (p + div i/ = 0 
which leads paradoxically to the heat equation for ф\ д^ф — Аф = ф + div v. 
Thus, (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) imply (3.2) together with the boundary conditions w л v = 0, 
div w = 0 on dQ. 
(iii) The assumptions of Theorem (3.1) contain the "isotropic case", i.e., the case 
when there exist functions s, ß, â E С^^^-^ — о^, ÔQJ) such that 8(z) = e(|2|^) . z, 
/x(z) = fi(\z\^) . z, a{z) = a{\z\^) . z, e(0) > 0, Д(0) > 0, Ö^(0) > 0. By taking ^o > ^ 
sufficiently small we obtain the conditions (3.1) (i), (ii). 
The proof of Theorem (3.1) is based on Nash's iteration scheme following [7], 
[8], [25]. In fact, we evoke the situation of [10] wiht N+ = N^ = 3, NQ = 2, 
N^ = N^ = N^ = 1. 
Put 
(3.4) F(U) = dt{^[ — d^u + grad div м)) — rot (/i(rot м)) + 
+ cr( — dfU + grad div w)) . 
The mapping F: Dj{F) e (С^^'(Й))^ -> {С1Щ\ where Dj{F) = 
= {ue{C^'^^{Q)y n W^\ |w|^,5 < Ö+}, is continuous for 0 ^ L ^ M 4- 1 and 
twice Fréchet differentiable in Dj^{F) for 0 ^ L ^ M - 1. We put 
(3.5) 0^ = ôolc 
where с is the constant of the embedding W^ Q (С^(Й))^. 
Using (2.5) (ii) and the embedding theorems for Sobolev spaces we get for 0 ^ 
^ L^ M — 1, Wi, W2, t? e W^^^, HvF,5 < ^+ the inequality 
(3.6) \F"{v) (Wi, U2)\w,L UCL Y. (1 + Hr .Ai + s) hlU,A2 + 3 |^2|гДз + 3 • 
| A 1 = L + 1 
{F\ F" denote the first and the second Fréchet derivative of F, respectively). 
The equation F{u) = ß is substituted by the infinite system: 
(3.7) F(0)wo = 0 , 
(3.8)o F'{SoUo) Wo = K, 
(3-8)„ + i F(5„ + ii/„ + i) w„ + i = /z,,+ i , 
where {*S„}̂ =o is the sequence of smoothening operators (2.7), WQ, WQ, w^,... are 
unknown functions and 
(3-9) (0 «„+i = «o + ivv,, 
k = 0 
(ii) ho = Soeo , eo = F'(0) Uo - F(uo) = | (I - z) ^"U"o) ("o, «o) dz , 
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fe = 0 
/ ,+ 1 = F'(w„) w„ - F{u„^^) + JP(W„) = 
= - (I - Z) ^ " ( " . + %^.) (^«' ^«) ^^ ' 
^,^1 = (F(S,ii„) - F(w„)) w„ = 
= - [ î "(^n ~ X{I - ^n) t/„) {{I - Sn) u,. w„) dx . 
4. LINEAR EQUATIONS 
In this section we deal with the Hnear equation 
(4.1) ^t{A{t, x) {dtU - grad div u)) + rot (Б(г, x) rot u) + 
+ S{t, x) [dfU — grad div u) = h , 
where Л, Б, S e 9Jl^ + i are given matrices satisfying 
(4.2) Assumptions. There exist functions a, ß,C^ С^^\Щ such that: 
inf a ^ ao > 0 , 
infjg ^ ßQ> 0, 
infC ^Co > 0 , 
II 711 ^ - I ^ 0 ^ 0 1 
\\A\\o g m m ^ - ^ , -^^ 
" " (2% 2 
||S||o ^ min , ̂  
IH,ß||o й ^' 
0 ^ ß± Co] 
Г2о'4^'4хГ 
(8M + 4) a 
where А=А-а1, В ^ В ~ ßl, S = S - U, a = 4b/Co, b = ||^|li + ||ßlli + 
+ |5| |о, 3̂ 0 = ^' ^"'^ "o' ^0' ^0' ^' ^' ^ ^^^ * ^ constants from (2.1), (3.1). 
(4.3) Theorem. Let the assumptions (4.2) be satisfied. Then for each heW"^ 
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there exists a unique solution ueX^^^ to (4.1). Moreover, this solution satisfies 
the inequality 
(4.4) |w|x,L + i S cU\^w,L + (И1к+1 + II^IIL-M + II^IIL) \h\w,o) . 
0 S Lu M . 
Before proving the theorem we need two lemmas. 
(4.5) Lemma. Let (4.2) be satisfied. Then for every L, 0 ^ L g M -- 1 and for 
every H E Z^ there exists a unique solution Ф e 7^+^ to the equation 
(4.6) dt div A grad Ф + div S grad Ф = H 
and this solution satisfies the inequality 
(4.7) \Ф\г,г^^2 й c^{\H\z,L + IHIIL+I \дгФ\гл + IMIli Hr<^|z,L+i + 
+ {\\Ä1^^2 + \\S\\L-,I) | ^ |Z ,1 + (|И||2 + ll^lll) \^\z,L^i} . 
(4.8) Remark . Here, the expression "Ф is a solution to (4.6)" means that (4.6) 
is satisfied a.e. in R^ x Q. 
Proof of Lemma (4.5). For в e [0, 1] put 
ТеФ = д, div {вА + (1 - ö) a^l) grad Ф + div (dS + (1 - 0) Cô ) grad Ф . 
The proof consists in verifying that TQ: 7^+^ -> z^ is an isomorphism for every 
О e [0,1] and О ̂  L ^ M — 1. For в = 0 this follows from the well-known results 
on the regularity of solutions to the Poisson equation, cf. [12]. For Ö > 0 we derive 
the inequality 
(4.9) ЦТоФи,ь й \ТеФи,ь + ÖC^{|H| |L+I Mz,i + 
+ IHIIi Hr |̂z,L+i + (IM||L + 2 + |!^||L+I) \Ф\г,1 + 
+ (|И||2 + | | 5 | | I ) 1 ^ | Z , L - M } , Фе¥'^\ OuL^M-1. 
For this purpose we choose some X = (^1,^2, Я3), |Я| = L. Then we have 
(4.10) д%Ф = (öa + (1 - e) Œo) д' д, АФ + {9С + (1 - о) Со) ^^^ АФ + 
- b e i {Ä,jô'ô,д^,д,^Ф + s,Jд'д,^д^^Ф + 
where 
and 
+ {д,A,J)д'д^,д^^Ф} + вR,Ф, 
( 4 . 1 1 ) \К,ф\^^о SCr^i ( I H i U Mz,L-K^2 + i M I U + l \^\z,L-K^2 + 
+ s \Z,L-K+2) 
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By the assumption (4.2) we have 
3 
' J = i 2 
i j = i 4 
By using the interpolation inequahties (2.2), (2.3) we obtain (4.9) directly from 
(4.10). 
It follows from (2.2), (2.3) that for an arbitrarily small (5 > 0 we can find a constant 
c^ such that 
(4 .12) l ^ k b - f 1 й а\ф\Е,Ь-,2 + ^ ^ l ^ k l g C^^^lToФ|z,L + С,\ф\г,^ . 
We see immediately that 
Т^Ф.Ф dxdr > с|ф|2,1 , 
T,Ф.a,Фdxd^^c |5 ,Ф|^^, -с'\Ф\1,, 
IcojQ 
so that we have 
(4-13) |ф| ,д йс\ТеФ\,^,, 
where the constant с is independent of в. Combining the inequahties (4.9),(4.12), 
(4.13) we obtain 
(4.14) \Ф\у,ь+2йс^,ААЩг,1, Oe[0,l], 0 ^ L ^ M ~ 1 . 
For proving that T :̂ 7^"^^ -^ Z^ is an isomorphism we proceed by induction (the 
analogous method was used by Ladyzhenskaya and Uraltseva [12] for proving 
the regularity of general elliptic equations). Let us assume this assertion to be proved 
for some в e [0, 1]. Then 
TQ+^Ф = ТеФ + ô{d, div {A - a^l) grad Ф + div (S - ^l) grad Ф) . 
The equation TQ+^Ф = Я is equivalent to 
(4.15) Ф = OTQ-\Ô, div {A - ao/) grad Ф + div (S - CQI) grad Ф) + Т^^Н . 
If we choose ô > 0 sufficiently small, the solvabihty of the equation (4.15) is 
ensured e.g. by the Banach contraction principle. From (4.14) it follows that TQ+^ 
is an isomorphism 7^^^ -> Z ^ 0 ^ L ^ M — 1. 
The relation (4.14) imphes that the norm ||TQ' ^ ||zb_yb+2 is independent of 6. Hence, 
the choice of S can be made independently of 9, thus after a finite number of steps 
we verify that, in particular, T^: y^+^ -> z^ is an isomorphism. The inequality 
(4.7) follows directly from (4.9) for 9=1. The lemma is proved. П 
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(4.16) Lemma. Let (4.2) he satisfied. For every L, 0 S L^ M — 1, and for 
every f E l?[со, S^) there exists a unique solution w e L (̂co, S^+2\ ^̂  ^j^^ equation 
(4.17) r o t ( B r o t w ) = / 
and this solution satisfies the inequality 
(4.18) \w\,.,,,, g c^{\fy.L + \\B\U.i lw|z3.. + |lß|li iwl;,3,,^,) . 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma (4.5). For 0 ^ TQ̂  П ^e put 
Arlw) = rot {OB + (1 - e) ßol) rot w . 
By [2] and Theorem 7.1 of [11] the mapping AQI I}(OJ, 5^^^) -^ Ь^(ш, S^) is an 
isomorphism for 0 ^ L ^ M — 1. The inequahty corresponding to (4.9) takes the 
form 
(4.19) iHo(w)|z3,b й |A,(w)|^3,b + M J H 1 | L + I 1W1Z3,I + Щ, |w|^3,,^0 
and the proof follows as above. П 
Proof of T h e o r e m (4.3). In Z ^ ^ ^ we choose an orthogonal basis in the fol­
lowing way: let {ö^J^^i ^^^^ {sfc}r=i be the bases of G^'^^ and Sf "^^ respectively, 
where we put gf, = grad cpj,, Acpj, = X,,(p,,, Jß ^^ dx = 1, /c = 1, 2, ... . The basis 
of X̂ "̂*' ^ is formed by all functions sin (ijntjœ) Qki^), cos {Ijntlco) б^ (̂х), sin (Ijntjaj) . 
. s^x), cos [Ijntjœ) Sj^(x), j = 0,1,2, ... , к = 1,2, ... . We arrange these functions 
into a sequence {w/J^J^.^o in order to obtain, for any integer k, 
(4.20) (i) d,w,{t,x) = c,w_,{t,x), 
(ii) grad div Wf,(t, x) = d,^ ŵ (̂r, x). 
We use the standard Galerkin procedure. Put 
m 
(4.21) „u{t, x)= Y. V, wit, x), m ^ 1 . 
k— -m 
The constant vector (î fc)̂ =_,„ is required to satisfy 
(4.22) I I {-iA(t, x) (0, ^u ~ grad div ^u), d,w,{t, x)) + 
+ {S{t, x) (dt ^u - grad div ^u), Wk{t, x)) + {B{t, x) rot „,u, rot Wi,{t, x))} dx dt = 
{h{t, x), Wj^[t, x)) dx dr , к = —m, ,..,m , 
J wj n 
which is a linear algebraic system of the type Ev = f, where E is the square matrix 
Ejk U {~{Ä{d,Wj - grad div Wj), d^w^) + Q 
+ {S{dtWj - grad div Wj), Wj,) + {B rot Wj, rot w )̂} d^ d̂  
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First, let us derive a priori estimates for „,w. We multiply the /c-th equation in 
(4.22) by Vj. and sum over к = —m,..., m. We get 
(4.23) {-{A{dt mU - grad div „,w), d, ,„n) - ((i dß) ,„u, ,„u) + 
+ div S „,u div „,w + [B rot ,„i/, rot ^i/)} dx dt = Ï (//, ,„i/) dx dt . 
Analogously, we multiply the /c-th equation in (4.22) by a{c-,,v^j, — d,,t;/̂ ) and 
sum again over /c = — m, ..., m, where a is defined in (4.2) and Cj,, df, are from (4.20). 
Now, we get 
(4.24) (^Ш + 2^t^ {^t mU ~ grad div „w), d^ „,i/ - grad div ,„w) -
'<x> J ß 
- {{\dß) rot ,„w, rot ^w)} dx dt = 
We check immediately that 
a{h, df ,„w — grad div ,„w) dx dt. 
(4.25) 
and 
I (Л(а, ,„w - grad div ,,u), d, ^u) dx dt 
й \A\o[\dtmu\lr,o + Igraddiv^MJ^^o) 
div^w dx d?. 
(4.26) I I div S ^u div ,„w dx d̂  ^ Co j Г (^i^ m̂ Ô  ^^ ^^ " 
- Щ\о f [ lrot„M|^ + {àx^jifàxàt - f ||a,,Sl|o f [ 1„,M|-
Jtojn '= ' J(oJß 
where 9 is from (2.1) (iii). 
After adding (4.23) to (4.24) and employing (4.25), (4.26) we obtain (notice that 
5 ^ 1 ) 
(4.27) (flCo - allS||o --\дЛ\о ~ i^ | |o ) (H, ««l^.o + |grad div ,u|^,o) + 
+ b o - \\B\\o - - ||5,ßl|o ~ 9(|i(S||o + . 1 IHx,Sl|o)| |rot„u|^,o + 
+ {Co-9(| |S| |o + I | M | | o ) } H v , , . « | z . o ^ 
^ j I'll {a\d, m^ - grad div „,u\ + \„,u\) dx dt. 
J CO J Q 
The inequality (4.27) and the assumptions (4.2) yield 
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We obtain estimates of higher order in a similar way. By induction over L we 
derive the relations 
(4.29) ( |йГ ' „«|ж,о + |grad div of „м|^,о + |rot d^ „м|^,о)" ' й 
uc^,b{\h\w.L + {\\A\\L-,i+ IBIIL+I + iS|L) |?1|ж,о), Ой Lu M. 
Indeed, for L = О, (4.29) is nothing else than (4.28). Let US assume now that 
(4.29) is proved for all X = 0, 1, . . . , L - 1. We muhiply the k-th equation in (4.22) 
successively by c^c^k^k ^^^ ^У ^{^k<^^V^-k — ^k^k^^k^k) ^^^ we sum over к = 
= — m, ..., m. We find, respectively, 
(4.30) f [ {-{0^{А{д, „и - grad div ,„u)), of + ' ^u) + 
+ {ô^{S(ô, „u - grad div „«)), df ^u) + {ôf{B rot „u), rot df „u)} dx df = 
= f [ {8^h, d^ „u) dx dt 
and 
(4.31) Г f a{{Ô^^\A{d, ,M - grad div ̂ u)), d^^' ^u - grad div af ,,u) + 
Jco Jß 
+ (5f(S(a,„M - grad div „«)), öf^' „M - grad div af „,м) -
- (of + '(J5 rot У), rot d\ ji)} dx dt = 
U a{dfh, of •'̂  „u - grad div of „u) dx dt. 
After an elementary computation, (4.30) and (4.31) yield, respectively, 
(4.32) [ [ Г - {Л(д^^ ' mU - grad div ̂ f ^i/), af ^ ' ^u) + (B rot d^ ̂ u, rot ^f ,м) + 
J CO J ß L 
+ i f^^ {_(^f^(af-^-^^ .1 . - grad div af-^ ,1.), df^' ^u) + 
+ {ofВ rot of "^, rot df ^u)} + 
•̂  J o ( x ) (̂ ^^^^^~''' ' -̂  ~ '̂̂"̂  ^'"^ ^̂""̂  "̂̂ ' ^̂  '"''̂ ] "̂̂  "̂̂  ^ 
n (af/i, af ^u) dx dt Q 
and 
(4.33) f [ a Г((5 + (L + i) 5И) (̂f "̂  ' mt̂  - grad div df ^u), 
of + ' ,u - grad div af „u) -{L+i) {d,B rot af „м, rot of „м) + 
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L+1 
+ _ ^ / L + 1\ ( (^^x^( ,o t 5f-^^^ „,t.), rot elf ,,1/) + 
K = 2 \ К J 
+ {ÔfA{Ô^-''^' mU - grad div Ô^-^'-'^ „u), of+' ,„u - grad div of „н)} + 
+ i ( ^ ) (5fS(ôf' ' '" ' „M - grad div af-* ^«), af ^ • „u - grad div öf „u)l dx d( = 
= Г f a(af/i, ^f "" ' „u - grad div af „,и) dx d l . 
J CO J ß 
We add again (4.32) to (4.33) and by using (4.25), (4.2), (2.1) (iii) we obtain 
Hf""' mu\l,o + k a d d i v a f ^w|^,o + |rotaf „,w|̂ ,o ^ 
^ <^L,b\_ E {(HiU-bi + | | 5 | | ^ ) ( l a r^^ ' mAw,o + | g r add iva r^ , . t / k ,o ) . 
. (Hf""' т"|ж,о + |grad div 5f ,ti|^,o) + 
+ ll^lU+i |rot2f~^^w|^,o|rotaf ^M1„.^O} +" 
+ | ^ ^ ^ к , о ( И ^ ^ mwU,o + Igraddivaf ^wl^,o + |rot ^f ^wj^^o)] 
and hence 
d^f^' .„t/|^,o + |graddiv5f ^w|^,o + |rotaf ,„wl^'o)'^' ^ 
^ ^ Х , ь { | / ^ к ь + Z ( | H I U + 1 + I H I U + l + | | ^ l | i c ) ( K " ^ ' ' ^ mU\w,0 + 
+ |graddivaf"^,„w|^,o + | ro ta f -^ , t / | ^ ,o) '^ ' • 
We transform the right hand side of the last inequahty by using the induction 
assumption and the interpolation inequalities (2.2), (2.3) and we obtain just (4.29). 
The a priori estimates (4.29) imply that the matrix E on the left hand side of (4.22) 
is nonsingular, hence the solutions ^u of (4.22) exist for all m — 1, 2, ... and satisfy 
(4.29). Especially, the sequences {c5f+' ,„^}т=ь {grad div af ,„M}^^I, {rot ^f mu}Z=u 
0 ^ L g M, are L^-bounded and therefore there exists ueX^ such that d^^^u, 
rot d^u, grad div d^u are square integrable for 0 ^ L ^ M, and a subsequence 
{,,u} of {,,,u] such that d^'^^ „u -^ d^'^^u, grad div df „w -^ grad div dfu, rot d^ „u -^ 
-^ rot d^u as n ->oo , O ^ L ^ M , where the symbol -^ denotes the weak con­
vergence in W^ = l}{œ, Û(Q)). Passing to the weak hmit in (4.22) we conclude 




{(д^{А{д^и — grad div u)) + 8{д^и — grad div u), v) + 
(B rot w, rot v)} dxdt = \ (/i, v) dx dt. 
J CO J Q 
f = h — dt[A[diU — grad div u)) — 3{д^и — grad div u). 
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Then fEl}(œ, 5°). By Lemma (4.16) we find the unique w e I?[œ, S^) such that 
rot В rot w = f. From (4.34) it follows that w = u, hence и EX^ and the equation 
(4.1) is satisfied a.e. in й^ x Q. Moreover, 
(4.35) |w|,,2 й c,{\h\^,, + (ll^l^ + IB^IU + \\Sl) |/11ж,о} , 
so that (4.4) holds for L ^ 1. 
Thus, it remains to prove the regularity of и and the estimates (4.4) for L ^ 2. 
For this purpose we proceed again by induction with respect to L using Lemmas 
(4.5) and (4.16). Let us assume 
(4.36) (i) ueX^ for some L ^ 2 and (4.4) holds for 0 ^ X ^ L - 1; 
(ii) for all X' ^ K, 1 ^ К ^ L - 1 we have 
Igrad divaf~^'w|^3^-' + \rotôf~^'u\z3^jc' ^ 
^ OLAHW^L + (IHÜL,-! + II^IIL.I + ll^lk) \h\w,o} . 
From (4.35) we see that (4.36) (i) is satisfied for L = 2 and (4.29) yields (4.36) (ii) 
for every L, 0 ^ L ^ Af and К = 1. 
Further, put 
(4.37) H = £ f ̂  ~ ^ ~ ^) (-^r div diA grad div of 
- div afS grad div а^-''"'~'м) + diYAd^-''^'и + 
+ Ï A " K\ ^.^ ^j^ d^-^-'^'u + d^-""-' div S д,и - af-^-^ div h 
Then HeZ^-^ and 
L - l 
i^|z,K-i ^ ^L{ Z (1И11/ |graddiva,i/|^,^^_j_i + 
/ = 0 
J = l 
1 = 1 
The inequality 
l^t'^'^'u^,^ S e^(|graddiv6t-^^^îi|z3,K--i + \rot д^-^-^'и^^^,.,) 
and the assumption (4.36) (ii) imply 
(4.38) |Я|г,к-1 ^ c^A\h\w,L + ( H I L + I + | ß |k + i + ||5||^) |/t|^,o + 
+ Ё(1И1|/+1+ M i ) { H r . w + 
+ (|И1к-/+1 + |И|к-; + 1 + ||5||^-Л IH^.o}] й 
й cUHr.L + ( |M||L+I + ||B||L+I + ||S||,.) |/г|ж.о} • 
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Now, let Ф E ук + 1 be the solution of (4.6) with the right hand side (4.37). Putting 
V = gradaf~^"^(p in (4.34), where cp e W^'^~^^\Q) is arbitrarily chosen, we see 
that Ф = divd^'^^-^u, and consequently 
\^\z,K é CL\U\X,L. 
\Щг,1 UCL\U\X,L-K, 
\^t^\z,l ^ CL\u\x,L-K-rl • 
On the other hand, Ф satisfies (4.7) for L = К - 1, hence (4.36) yields 
(4.39) \Ф\у,,,, ^ c,Mh\^,, + (IIЛII,,, + | |Б[|,,, + ||5||,) \h\^,o + 
+ li^4||^{|/î|,^,^_^ + {\\A\\L-K-.I + IHIIL-K-M + ||5||,_;,)|/i|^,o} + 
+ (1И112 + \\Sh){\h\^,b-, + (IHIIL + ||B||L + |i5||b-i)|/^k,o} + 
+ (IM|U^i + ||S||^,){|/i|,^,,_^._i + 
, +( | |^ |к-к + Щь-к+ \\S\\L-K-i)\h\w.o}]^ 
In (4,38) we use tacitly (2.2), (2.3). Similarly, from (4.39) we obtain 
(4.40) |grad div d^-^^u^j^ + |grad div d^-'^-'u\z3^i^ й 
è CLAHW,L + (|H||L4-I + II^IIL-M + \\Sl) |/1|ж.о} . 
Analogously, put 
(4.41) / = d^-^h ^ Y (^ ~ ^ ) rot {diB rot d^-^'-'u) -
- d^-^'-'^Ald.u ~ grad div u)) - df~^(S(d,u - grad div u)) . 
By the induction assumption (4.36) we have/e L (̂Û>, S^"^) and 
(4.42) | / | , зд_, g c^ZdHJi , + |1S| | ,_ , ) I4A' ,L- / .2 + 
1 = 2 
+ |graddivöf-'^+i„|^3,K-i + \8f'''^'u\,.,K-i + \h\w,L-i + 
è c,.b{\hW.L + (IHlU+i + ||ß|U+i + ||S||.) |/iU.o} . 
By Lemma (4.16) we find the solution w e Û{co, Sf'*'^) to the equation (4.17). 
We check again that w = ô^-'^u. From (4.18) it follows, that 
(4.43) |rot ôf-%|23,^ è с,,ь{\\В\\к rot гГ*^и|гз,о + 
+ ||ßi|i irotaf-'^t,|^3,^_j + |/,|^,^ + (||Л||^+1 + ||ß||^+i + 1|S||̂ ) |ft|^.o} й 
è '^LAHW,,. + (|И|ь+1 + |И1к+1 + ||S||t) \h\w,o} • 
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By the same argument, putting 
L-K-l 
- df-^'iAid.u - grad div z/)) - d'r^'-^Sid.u - grad div w)) 
and using (4.40) we see that the solution w to the equation rot (B rot w) = / is an 
element of I3{Ù), Sf^^) and equals to d^~^~^ü. Applying (4.18) we get 
(4.45) | r o t a f - ^ " ^ t . | , 3 , , , , й cU\h\w,L + (|И||ь-ы + Щ,,, + ||5||,) \h\^^,} . 
Hence, by the induction argument using (4.29), (4.36), (4.40), (4.43), (4.45) we 
conclude that и G X ^ + ^ and (4.4) holds. Thus, Theorem (4.3) is proved. П 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM (3.1) 
As a consequence of Theorem (4.3) we have 
(5.1) Proposition. Let the assumptions of Theorem (3.1) be satisfied and let F 
be the mapping (3.4). Then there exists ^_ > 0 such that for every h e W^ and 
VEW^'^^, Щцг^в < <5_, there exists a unique solution ueX^^^ to the equation 
(5.2) F\v) и = h 
and this solution satisfies 
(5.3) \uU,L+i й Oj,{\h\,y^^ + \v\^^j^^e \h\w,o} , 0 ^ L ^ M . 
Proof. The equation (5.2) is of the type (4.1), where 
A = Ds^ — dtV + grad div v) , 
В = Dß{rot v) , 
S = Da[ — dfV + grad div v) . 
Remember that these expressions are defined for 
(5.4) |y|^,5 < (5+ , 
where ^+ is introduced in (3.5). We have 
liMllo ^ IIHIIa Нж,б, 
3 
Е 1 И ; с , ^ | | о ^ | | |о-| | |2|г^|тГ,6-
1 = 0 
By (2.5) (i) we have 
Ъ = Щ, + \\Bl + \\S\\o й с(||Н||а + lüHII. + ||!Н||,)(1 + l^l-.e)-
Further, put a = eo(-ö,i; + grad div v), ß = /io(rot v), С = (^oi-^''^ + grad div v). 
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Taking 
(5.5) \v\^-^e < Ô-
we obtain b independent of v and for ^_ > 0 sufficiently small we see that the as-
sumptions (4.2) are verified. Moreover, (2.5) (i) yields 
I H | | L + I + \\В\\ь^г + I I ^ I I L ^ 
^ ^1.(||1е|||ь+2 + \M\\L+2 + i|k!l|L + i)(l + Нж,ь + б), 
hence the inequality (5.3) is a consequence of (4.4) and the proof of (5.1) follows 
easily. П 
Finally, we use (5.1) for the construction of the approximating sequence {w„, n = 
= 0, 1,...} by solving consecutively the equations (3.7), (3.8)„, n = 0, 1, ... . 
The solution u^eX^^^ of (3.7) satisfies 
(5.6) |woU,M + i ^ CM\Q\W,M' 
The sufficient conditions for the solvability of (3.8)o, 
(5.7) |5oWo|»̂ ,5 < <5+ , 
|^о!ж,5 < ^+ . 
1*̂ 0̂ 01̂ ,6 < ^- . 
are fulfilled provided Q is taken small enough, say |о|^^,м < ^i- On the other hand, 
by (2.8) (i) and (3.6) we have 
(5.8) \^o\w,L = l-^o^ol̂ x й CL \F\IUO) {UQ, WO)U,O ^X й 
The unique solution WQEX^^^ of (3.8)o satisfies 
(5.9) |wo|x,L+i ^ CL{\ho\w,L + \uo\w,o \ho\w,o) > O^LSM . 
For the present, Ы rj > 0 be arbitrarily chosen. From (5.6), (5.8), (5.9) it follows 
that we can find <5̂ , 0 < ô^ < rj, such that if 
(5.10) \Q\w,M<^n 
then 
(5.11)o \щ\х,ь^1 йП. О SLUM. 
Put 
(5.12) y^N + i . 
Our next goal is to choose rj in (5.11)o in such a way that the inequalities 
(5.11), \w,\,,,,, й W'-'"-'" 
hold for arbitrary integers /c ^ 0 and 0 ^ L ̂  M. The constant r > 1 is introduced 
in (2.7). 
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We proceed by induction over k. We adopt the following assumption. 
(5.13) For some )j > 0 and n ^ 0 there exists a sequence {wjjj^o ^ X"^^^ "f 
solutions of ((3.8)J^=o satisfying (5.11)^, к = 0, 1, ••-, ", 0 ^ L ^ M. 
Assuming (5.13) we derive (for technical details, see [10], cf. also [8], [25]) 
(5.14) Estimates. 
(i) \u„+i\x,L+i ^ Ciß, 0 g L ^ N, 
(ii) j«„+ijx,L+i S с^,,г(-^+^)("+», N <LU M, 
(iii) l«„|x,L+i UCi^n, OuLuN, 
(iv) \u„\x,L+i è Cr;]r^-У+^•'>^^"+^\ N < L^ M, 
(v) |(/ - S„+i) u„+i|^,^^j S с jT^r^-"-'-''"*'\ OuLUM, 
(vi) \[I - S„)u„|^,^.+ i g c^^.(-'+^K"-^'>, 0 ^ L g M, 
(Vii) \fn+l\w,L й C ,̂)72̂ (-2v + L+5)(„+l,^ 0 g L < M - 5, 
(viii) \gn^t\w,L S Ci,»j2r<-2v+i-+5K"+i)^ 0 g L ^ M - 5, 
(ix) le„+i|^.t й Ct,j2^(-2v+i.+ 5)(„+i)^ 0 ^ L ^ M - 5 , 
n 
(x) I E e |̂„..b ^ Ci^r,\ 0 ^ L < M - 5, 
l! = 0 
(xi) |i:e,U,д,_5^c^'î'И"^^"^ 
k = 0 
(xii) |(/ - S„) t e,\w.L й c^^V(-2v+i.+ 5)(„+i)^ 0 ^ L ^ M - 5, 
fc = 0 
(xiii) |(/ - S„^,)te,\^_, й c,r,'r^-''^'-^'^^"^'\ Ой Lu M-5, 
fc = 0 
(Xiv) \K^,\w,L й c^^2^i~2y^L^SKn^i)^ Q ^ j ^ . 
By (5.1) and (3.9), sufficient conditions for the solvability of (3.8)„+i are 
(5.15) \Sn+iUn+i\w,6 < <5- , 
\Un\w,5 < <5+ , 
\^n+i\w,5 < ^ + , 
\Sn^n\w,5 < Ô+ • 
Since iV à 5, we see by (2.8), (5.14) (i) and (iii) that (5.15) is satisfied provided tj 
is taken sufficiently small. Following (5.1), (5.3) the solution w„ + ^ e X^'^^ to (3.8)„+1 
fulfils the inequality 
| ^ n + l | x , L + l = ^L{\hn+l\w,L + \^n+l^n+l\iV,L+6 \'^n+l\w,0} = 
^c^ lh„+ i !^ , ^+ r^<"^ i 'K+ i | ^ , e | / i „+ iU ,o ) , OULUM. 
Using (5.14) (i), (xiv) we obtain the estimate 
(5.16) K , i U . L . i ^ c , » / V - ^ ^ - ^ - ' « - i ) 
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The constants Cj^ in (5.16) are independent of n. Hence the choice 
(5.17) Г] < (max {cjr, 0 ^ L ^ M})'^ 
yields (5.11),,^ 1. 
By induction over n we conclude that we can construct the infinite sequence 
{w„, и = 0, 1, ...} c: X^"-^ of solutions to {(3.8)„, n =0,1,..,} provided 0^ = ô^r 
is taken sufficiently small (so that (5.7), (5.11)o, (5.15), (5.17) are fulfilled) and 
each w„ satisfies the corresponding inequahty (5.11)„. Since the series 
0 0 CX) 
n = 0 /1 = 0 
is convergent, we see that {w„}̂ =o is a fundamental sequence in X^^^ and hence 
u„-^ и in X^^^. By the embedding theorem, u^-^ и in (C^(Ö))^. By continuity, 
F{u„) -^ F{u) in (Cl{Q)y. On the other hand, (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) yield 
(5.18) F{u„^,) = ß - e,,^, - (I - S„) Y eu • 
k = 0 
Using (5.14) (ix), (xii) and (5.18) we obtain 
|^^("„ + l) - Ô|(C<„0(fi))3 й C | % „ + l ) - Q\w,3 й 
k = 0 
hence F{u) = Q, and the proof of Theorem (3.1) is complete. 
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